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use it to
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Counting Skill.

Skill:

ot the

numbets.

-Read time on a

clock

-Calendar tvading

of the days,

weeks, months

and yeat*

-Dates t*ading on

a calendar.

-Quantitative

Reasoning.

To calculate periods
of time
-Pilots, drivers

and sailors use

time

-Daily activities

schedule.

-Sport activities..

6. WEIGHT

Counting Skill:

Numbers 921-940

Writing Skill:

Writing of the

numbers.

-Units of weight
measurement (
grams and
kilograms.

-Calculating of
weight of some
objects

-Quantitative

reasoning.

t.EARNlNG

BV the end ot the lesson,
puptls should be able to:

identits•

90 1

Older nuntbets I

count 501 -

920

wnte 401 -

920 In munerals and
in WOtdS

twerse the counting
of the numbers

skip count in 3s, ss,
6s, 7s, 9s and IOS

tvad time on the
clock

Nad calendar in
days, weeks,

months and years

read the dates on a

calendar

solve real life

problems on time
uantitative

reasoning
use calendar to plan

activities for future

occasion

use calendar to

trace historical

events.

By the end ofthe lesson,

pupils should be able to:

identify numbers
from 921-940
order numbers from 1
- 940

count numbers 1 -

940

write numbers 501-
940 in numerals and
in words

reverse the counting
of the numbers

skip count in 3s, 5s,
6s, 7s, 9s and IOS

list the units of
weight

measurement ( i.e.

grams and
kilograms.)
differentiate

tx,ARNlNG ACTIVITIES

Area ot "

pupils as a group draw a wall clock.

9

CORE
SKILL

-Communication
and collaboration

-Critical thinking

and problem
solving.

Citizenship

-Pupils as a gmup read the calendar in
days, weeks, tnonths and years.

-Pupils as individual read and
interpret the dates on a calendar.

Quantitative reasoning

Tell the time of these clocks.

12

9 9 3

6

Draw the following time in the clock

(i) 9.45 (ii) 3.15

-Pupils as a group lift two different
objects and say which one is light or
heavy.

-Pupils as individuals mention
instrument used for measuring weight
and list different items we can weigh.

-Pupils as a class mention the unit of
weight

-Pupils in pairs add weights of two

different objects together.

t.MRlNC, RESOURCES

-Wall clock

-Wris watch

-Calendar

www. Worldtime

server. Com

v.rww. time. Gov

-weight scale

-weight balance.

www.Varsity tutors

scom

Video

m.youtube.com»watch
Quantitative Reasoning

i. 250g+ 500g=

ii. 1kg+250g=

iii. 3kg + 4kg 300g

edudelighttutors.com
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9. UNES OF

SYMMETRY

Counting

Numbers 961-980

Writing Skill:

Writing of the

numbers

•Lines(s)
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Ojculate weights of

some obj«ts.
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By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

identify numbers

from 961-980

IHRNiNC,M.TIVJTJFS

MID -TERM

-Pupds in small groups pour some waer

Into a vaduated cylinder and a}culate the

fill a øven co&iær

eg bmties, am,

450g

oog

-Pupils as idenüfy lines of

symmetry by folding øven plane

shapes

EMBEDED CORE

MID -TERM

BREAK

and collaboration

-Creativity and

imaØnation

-Leadership and

personal

development

-Communication

MATHEMATICS

LEARING 
RFsotJRCFs

MID -TERM

AUDIOVISUAL
MATERIALS

-Botie

-Tin

-Water

-Different soft drink
bottle

Site link

www.mathsisfumcom

Yideg_link

m.youtube.com>watch

Solid shapes like

and Collaboration rectangle, plank, ball

order numbers from 1 -Pupils in groups fold plane papers to

identify the properties of squares,
count numbers 1 - rectangle and triangles.

write numbers 501 - -Pupils hold a thread and a broom stick
980 in numerals and to differentiate between curves and
in words straight lines.

reverse the counting

of the numbers -Pupils as a class identify lines of

-Creativity and

Imagination

-Leadership and

Personal

development

triangular object

Site link

www.theschoolrun.com

Video
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-Schools

-Hospitals

work
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and
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C.ommunicatioo

and Collaboration

Oeadvity and
imagination

A.eadership and

Personal

development

and

•eativity and
Imagination

VISUAL
UATVRtAtS

table

.CttiHren as individual

chart

Site
wwwkhanacgdetnyorg

Video

Ihe work

By the end of the revistan

week pupils should be able

to:

(i)Recapitulate the first and

second term lesson.

(ii)Ask questions on the

difliculues topics

EXAMINATION

-Pupils in small group. use empty tins

milk wood or ruler, nau. to

improvise

-Pupils as individual are to

and them to mount on It

to practice the weight of

-Pupils in goup arrange to ansver

different questions together.

-Pupils in group participate in quiz

competitiom

EXAMINATION

-Leadership and

development

-Communication

and collaboration

G•ativity and
imagination

-Leadership and

development

-Citizenship

EXAMINA11€m


